Innovative Storage
Solutions

Best Practice is proud to present The
Tube & Bracket Company with its
industry acclaimed Commitment to
Excellence profile.
Established in 2002 as the UK arm
of TRILOGIQ, the Tube & Bracket
Company has become one of the most
notable names in the storage solutions
segment courtesy of its efficient supply
of lean tubular systems.
The tube and bracket structures can be
competently applied to many different
environments (commercial, industrial
and domestic). Although the business
supplied predominantly to the
automotive industry during its early
establishment, continued growth saw
the group diversify into the aerospace,
electronic, distribution, food, medical,
events and postal markets.
The products, which are renowned
for maximising space, reducing
waste, improving ergonomics and
implementing Kaizen continuous
process improvement, have proven
useful for applications such as: carts/
trolleys, workstations, live storage,
parts protection, replacing fabrication,
sortation/picking, visual management,
workstations, shelving units, notice
boards, banner frames and events
equipment.
The Tube & Bracket Company’s
most recent innovation is the
revolutionary Graphit system.
Developed specifically for the lean
manufacturing and materials handling
sectors, the composite system has
been meticulously designed to slot

into medical and food handling
environments.
Steady growth has meant that
relocating to a larger facility has
become a necessary business move.
The firm will operate from a purposebuilt factory in Middleton Cheney
(Banbury) occupying over 12,000ft2
of production space and 2,000ft2
of office space once the project has
been completed in late 2016/early
2017. Resizing will enable the group
to effectively accommodate their
existing customer commitments whilst
successfully securing further custom
with clients in both the UK and Europe.
For further information on these fully
functional and customisable tube
and bracket solutions, then please
don’t hesitate to get in touch with
the company today – the team will be
more than happy to assist you.
T 01295 277791
sales@tubeandbracket.com
www.tubeandbracket.com

